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SUMMARY
Cloud computing is emerging as an increasingly popular computing paradigm, allowing dynamic scaling of
resources available to users as needed. This requires a highly accurate demand prediction and resource allocation methodology that can provision resources in advance, thereby minimizing the virtual machine downtime required for resource provisioning. In this paper, we present a dynamic resource demand prediction and
allocation framework in multi-tenant service clouds. The novel contribution of our proposed framework is
that it classiﬁes the service tenants as per whether their resource requirements would increase or not; based
on this classiﬁcation, our framework prioritizes prediction for those service tenants in which resource
demand would increase, thereby minimizing the time needed for prediction. Furthermore, our approach adds
the service tenants to matched virtual machines and allocates the virtual machines to physical host machines
using a best-ﬁt heuristic approach. Performance results demonstrate how our best-ﬁt heuristic approach
could efﬁciently allocate virtual machines to hosts so that the hosts are utilized to their fullest capacity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In multi-tenant cloud-based systems, multiple requests are served concurrently by one or more
instances of a hosted application based on a shared hardware and software infrastructure [1]. Each
tenant can interact with the service application as if it was the user, and the tenant cannot access or
view the data of another tenant [2]. This is typically implemented through virtual machines (VMs)
running on physical servers, which help allocate the resources to service tenants. Static resource
allocation limit consolidation and increase the cost of running the services; hence, dynamic resource
allocation methods are preferred. However, the beneﬁts of dynamic resource allocation are offset by
the time taken to shut down and restart VMs for resource allocation/re-allocation. Hence minimizing
this downtime becomes crucial in dynamic resource allocation [3, 4]. This, in turn, introduces the
need for accurate resource demand prediction.
In order to predict the future demand accurately, historical data of past demand proﬁles/patterns of
service tenants needs to be leveraged. This introduces the challenge of periodically updating the
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prediction framework as the demand proﬁles/patterns of service tenants keep changing. Apart from
creating and provisioning functionalities required by a service tenant, a service provider must be able
to add service tenants to a speciﬁed VM and to allocate a VM to the host efﬁciently, i.e. ensuring that
the capacity of the host is utilized effectively and with minimum wastage. The amount of resources that
a service tenant needs to carry out its operations varies depending on factors such as type of operations
performed, time of day during which the operation is performed, and load that the service tenant is
experiencing at a certain point in time. Thus, the resource requirements of a service tenant are likely to
change. This is an important consideration while handling resource allocation for a single service tenant
as well as across multiple service tenants.
Our proposed dynamic resource prediction and allocation methodology uses a tenant provider
component [3] to monitor the resource requirements of service tenants during the execution of their
instances. Our methodology follows a two-step process, the ﬁrst of which involves deciding if
resources could be allocated to a service tenant and the second involves making the allocation. The
main contributions of our work are:
• A novel approach to predict the future resource demand extracting high level characteristics from
service tenants’ historical data and classifying service tenants depending on the criteria of increase
or decrease of resource demand (thereby reducing execution time for prediction); and
• A dynamic resource allocation approach adding the service tenants to matched VMs and allocating the VM into physical host machine using the best-ﬁt decreasing heuristic approach [26].
This paper is a revised and extended version of our earlier conference paper [29]. We have enhanced
our previous work by integrating the prediction concepts [29] with a novel dynamic resource allocation
methodology. The proposed prediction and resource allocation framework is updated and reﬁned (see
Section 4). Experimental evaluation on prediction is performed on a large-scale cloud system with
10 000 service tenants (see Section 5). A novel dynamic resource allocation approach using best-ﬁt
decreasing heuristic algorithm and performance evaluation via simulation is proposed in detail in
Section 6.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 compares our paper against related work.
Section 3 discusses service tenant-related characteristics that inﬂuence prediction and resource
allocation. Section 4 describes our proposed prediction and dynamic resource allocation framework.
Section 5 presents prediction experimental evaluation using various machine learning techniques.
Section 6 presents our proposed dynamic resource allocation methodology and performance
evaluation, followed by concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Demand prediction has always been important for planning and operational decisions. Jiang et al. [5]
propose a VM provisioning system that uses aggregated time series considering VM type and request
time. In our proposed framework, we apply time series for the prediction of VM demands considering
several service tenant-related characteristics including resource utilization, functional priority, functional
size, complexity index, activity period, and state information. Gong et al. [6] present an approach for
online prediction of dynamic application resource requirements using lightweight signal processing and
statistical learning algorithms. In contrast, our system makes predictions for both immediate and
long-term demand. Besides, Gong et al. [6] have not considered response time characteristics.
Reig and Guitard [7] combine statistical and machine learning techniques to predict the immediate
and long-term resource demand of web applications. Islam et al. [8] develop a set of resource
provisioning strategies using neural network and linear regression techniques to satisfy resource
demand. Prevost et al. [9] apply neural network and autoregressive linear prediction algorithms to
forecast loads in Cloud data center applications. Zhang et al. [10] present a resource management
method that predicts the changing workload of VMs using exponential smoothing techniques. In
contrast to these previous works, our proposed framework predicts the service tenant requirement
based on short-term and long-term service tenant demand behavior, using time series and polynomial
regression.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Dynamic resource allocation in cloud computing is a challenging problem [11–15]. Warneke and
Kao [11] described Nephele, a data processing framework to explicitly exploit the dynamic resource
allocation offered by today’s IaaS clouds for task scheduling and execution. Yazir et al. [12] present
an approach for dynamic autonomous resource management using distributed multiple criteria
decision analysis with the PROMETHEE method. Chang et al. [13] presented an approximation
algorithm with bounded ratio for optimal resource allocation in cloud environment. Inomata et al.
[14] proposed a dynamic resource allocation method based on the load of VMs on IaaS that enables
users to dynamically add and/or delete one or more instances on the basis of the load and the
conditions speciﬁed by the user. Calcavecchia et al. [15] present a practical model of VM placement
under a stream of requests and describe the past demand behavior of a VM to a candidate target
host using backward speculative placement technique. In contrast to the above works, our proposed
resource allocation framework implements dynamic resource allocation based on activity period and
checks the conditions for existing running service tenants using service tenant characteristics and
continuous resource utilization factors. In our proposal, we apply prediction results in resource
allocation for provisioning of resource requirements of service tenants and for preparing the correct
type of VMs in advance.
Nejad et al. [16] formulate the VM provisioning and allocation problem in clouds as an integer
programming problem and design truthful greedy mechanisms to solve it. Zhu and Agrawal [17]
describe a multi-input-multi-output feedback control based dynamic resource provisioning algorithm
that adopts reinforcement learning to adjust adaptive parameters to guarantee the optimal application
beneﬁt within the time constraint. In contrast to these works, in our proposed dynamic resource
allocation approach, we apply the best-ﬁt decreasing heuristic algorithm. A best-ﬁt decreasing
heuristic algorithm sorts the items in decreasing order and places the next item into that bin which
will leave the least room left over after the item is placed in the bin. If it does not ﬁt in any bin, it
starts a new bin. Thus, signiﬁcant improvements are possible in solving bin packing problems. A
best-ﬁt decreasing heuristics algorithm uses no more 11/9 OPT+1 bins (where OPT is the number of
bins given by the optimal solution) [26], thereby reducing the running time of our proposed resource
allocation approach.
Espadaz et al. [18] describe formal measurements for under and over provisioning of virtual
resources in Cloud infrastructure, specially for SaaS platform deployment and propose a resource
allocation model to deploy SaaS applications over Cloud computing platforms by taking into
account their multi-tenancy, thus creating a cost-effective scalable environment. Zhuang et al. [19]
propose a model for simulating the process of tenants seeking better performing instances in the
cloud. Xiao et al. [20] describe a method of enhancing the resource utilization of a server by
minimizing the unevenness in the utilization of a server under multidimensional resource constraints.
Comparing to these approaches, our proposed framework dynamically allocates resources based on
service tenant characteristics and historical and future utilization behavior in a multi-tenant service
Cloud environment.

3. MODELING SERVICE TENANT-RELATED COMPONENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS
We deﬁne a (service) tenant as a Software as a Service (SaaS) application instantiated to fulﬁll a client
request. An important requirement for a SaaS application is the support of multiple tenants [3], which
enables multiple services to share access to common resources. Tenant instances may not be required
to be operational at all times of the day by their clients. Hence, depending on when a tenant is
operational and when it is not, the state of a tenant changes and the resource requirements of a
tenant are different when it is in different states.
3.1. Tenant requirements and provider models and tenant state information
The tenant requirements model (TRM) and tenant provider model (TPM) represent the behavior and
constraints of tenants and providers. These models maintain state information (created, active, and
paused) that plays a signiﬁcant role in the resource allocation process. A TRM constitutes behavior,
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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constraints, and state information of a tenant and represents a tenant’s functional requirements,
containing inputs and outputs. A TPM contains tenant-active constraints (specifying the periods
during which a service tenant is active) and state information for all existing tenants hosted by the
provider.
Tenant state information is maintained in order to determine if a tenant was active at a certain point
in time. A tenant could be in any one of the created, active, or paused state at any point. When a tenant
is created after the dynamic provisioning phase is complete, it is said to be in the created state. During
this state the tenant seeks resource allocation, so that it can transition into the active state, provided it
was supposed to be active at that point. If a tenant was not required to be active during a certain time
period, it is placed in the paused state and its resources de-allocated. It is evident that the transition
between states takes place under strict conditions. For example, there might arise issues associated
with the availability of resources or even lack of knowledge of a tenant’s resource requirements.
Hence, in order to guide the process of resource allocation, we identify the characteristics that are
likely to inﬂuence allocation.
3.2. Service tenant-related characteristics
Let us consider that there are n service tenants and each service tenant contains any number of
functions f. A service tenant ti is represented as ti ⇒ fj (set of input, set of output) where i = 1,..,n and
j = 1,..,k. The characteristics of service tenants that are likely to inﬂuence the process of prediction
and resource allocation are:
Functional Size (FS): Functional size, speciﬁed by the tenant service provider, represents the number
of functionalities that a service tenant contains. Generally, a service tenant having more functions will
require more resources.
Functional Priority (FP): Functional priority represents the degree of signiﬁcance given to a service
tenant over other tenants. This priority is speciﬁed by the client, which could range between 1 and
10 (where 1 indicates the lowest priority level).
State Information (SI): State information represents the state of a service tenant that can assume one of
the following: {created, active, paused}.
Activity Period (AP): Activity period indicates the time period in which a service tenant is active and is
deﬁned either in terms of a speciﬁc period (range) of a day or number of hours.
Initial Resource Requirement (IR): The number of resources that are required by a service tenant at the
start of its function is speciﬁed by initial resource requirement. In our approach, CPU resources are calculated in terms of the number of cores used, and memory is calculated in terms of the number of gigabytes used.
Resource Utilization (RU): Resource utilization represents the past history of resources utilized by a
service tenant that is already in active state. It is speciﬁed in terms of percentage of utilization of
CPU and other resources.

4. PREDICTION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK
Based on the characteristics of service tenants, the resource requirement R(ti) of a tenant is represented
as a function of the following characteristics:
RðtiÞ ¼ fFSðtiÞ; FPðtiÞ; SI ðtiÞ; APðtiÞ; IRðtiÞ; RU ðtiÞg:
Given the past behavior of resource requirements of tenants, we develop a classiﬁcation model to
classify the service tenants in order to understand whether their resource requirements are increasing
or decreasing. We integrate the classiﬁcation model with our resource allocation approach to
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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identify if resources can be allocated or de-allocated to a service tenant. Our work focuses on allocation
of resources after the service tenant has been composed (before being provisioned) and during its
execution.
Figure 1 presents our proposed prediction and resource allocation framework which comprises the
following components:
(1) Data Pre-processor: Data pre-processor processes the historical data by ﬁltering out unnecessary information from raw data and removes inconsistencies.
(2) Trainer, Tester, and Validator: This component trains and tests the pre-processed data of
service tenant characteristics. Several classiﬁcation techniques [21–23] are applied to determine the optimal classiﬁcation technique. We follow a binary classiﬁcation problem that
determines whether in future the resource demand for a speciﬁc service tenant will increase
or not.
(3) Demand Predictive Classiﬁcation Model: The demand predictive classiﬁcation model classiﬁes
the service tenants based on whether resource requirement would increase or not, by applying
the optimal classiﬁcation algorithm. This model is periodically updated as the service tenants
dynamically change their resource requirements. Based on the classiﬁcation result, prediction
techniques determine (short term or long term) the future resource requirements of those service
tenants for which resource requirement demand is expected to increase.
(4) Short-term Forecasting Model: Short-term forecasting model predicts the resource demand in
those service tenants where the future resource requirement demand is expected to increase in
the near future (e.g. in the next hour). We apply exponential moving average and trend seasonality model (time-series techniques) for short-term prediction [24].
(5) Long-term Forecasting Model: Long-term forecasting model predicts the resource demand for
those service tenants in which the future resource demand is expected to increase, say for next
week or for next month, based on weekly or monthly resource requirements. We apply

Figure 1. Prediction and resource allocation framework.
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polynomial regression, auto-regressive with external input (ARX), and auto-regressive moving
average with external input (ARMAX) for long-term predictions [25].
(6) Dynamic Resource Allocator: Dynamic Resource Allocator allocates CPU and other resources
from our proposed dynamic resource allocation methodology by applying the best-ﬁt heuristic
algorithm.
The prediction framework predicts the future resources demand based on past utilization, and
provisions resources in advance to minimize the down-time for running service tenants. Thus,
prediction is useful in resource allocation for provisioning of resource requirements of service tenants
and for preparing the correct type of VMs in advance. Based on prediction results of newly composed
and already running service tenants, the dynamic resource allocator allocates the CPU and other
resources from the VM pool using the tenant provider model.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF RESOURCE PREDICTION
For our experiments, we set up a Cloud architecture running banking services. We conducted
experiments on a set of 10 000 service tenants from the banking domain. Our experimental data set
contains tenant information including functional size, functional priority, duration, state, CPU,
memory, and utilization. Ten-fold cross validation [21, 22] is used to select the best parameter
combination in each service tenant.
The values of accuracy and sensitivity obtained by different classiﬁcation techniques are presented
in Table I. Accuracy measures the actual percentage of test records (number of service tenants for
which resource demand would increase) that are correctly classiﬁed. Sensitivity measures the actual
percentage of positive class records (number of service tenants for which resource demand would
increase) that are correctly classiﬁed. A total of 8000 service tenants are applied for training and
2000 service tenants are applied for testing purpose using 10-fold cross validation technique. We
observe that reduced error pruning tree (REPTree) [30] produces better result with 97.05% accuracy
and 95.9% sensitivity compared to other techniques. Our experiment result indicates that prediction
of future resource requirement is needed only for service tenants in which the resource demand will
increase, thereby reducing the computational time and cost for prediction.
Based on Table I, we selected REPTree as an optimal classiﬁcation technique. Further, to check the
difference in statistical signiﬁcance of REPTree with other classiﬁcation techniques, we applied t-test [21,
22]. The t-test results of LR and MLP techniques are lower than 2.83 compared to REPTree. The t-test
result indicates that we could also use other classiﬁcation techniques which have no signiﬁcant statistical
difference with REPTree. We analyzed the REPTree structures and observed that the following tenantrelated characteristics played a vital role in building the predictive framework: resource utilization,
functional priority, functional size, complexity index, activity period, and state information.
We applied time-series techniques for predicting the short-term future resource requirements. Figures 2
and 3 illustrate the pattern of the actual CPU utilization and predicted resource demand using trend
seasonality model and exponential moving average respectively. We compared the mean square error (in
term of CPU cores) of short-term prediction techniques in order to check the accuracy of prediction
techniques, as illustrated in Table II. Based on our observations, trend seasonality model generates more
accurate prediction compared to exponential moving average technique.

Table I. Classiﬁcation Results.
Classiﬁcation techniques

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Logistic regression (LR) [31]
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) [32]
Support vector machine (SVM) [33]
Reduced error pruning Tree (REPTree) [30]

95.8%
93.3%
88.6%
97.05%

94.5%
90.6%
83.4%
95.9%
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Figure 2. Trend seasonality model prediction.

Figure 3. Exponential moving average prediction.

Table II. Short-term prediction results.
Time series technique
Trend seasonality model
Exponential moving average

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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For long-term prediction, we analyzed the past 1-week hourly utilization of CPU workloads of
service tenants and extracted the demand pattern. Figure 4 presents the long-term prediction of
resource demand of service tenants using polynomial regression.
In Figure 4, prediction error pattern is shown as the difference between average demand pattern and
polynomial regression prediction. We minimize the prediction error by keeping the optimal polynomial
degree factor (in the range between 1 and 10) that reduces actual and anticipated demand gap. Figure 5
shows the long-term prediction using ARX/ARMAX.
The results of long-term prediction methods together with mean squared error are presented in Table
III. ARX(10,3,1) polynomial coefﬁcient order gives the more precise result and less mean squared
error compared to other techniques. Long-term predictor gives more accurate result compared to
short-term predictor as the long-term predictor learns more from historical data. However, it is not
recommended to use the long-term predictor to predict the short-term future resource requirement as
the long-term predictor requires a learning phase.

6. DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION METHODOLOGY
Our dynamic resource allocation methodology integrates the prediction approach with resource
allocation. Initially, resources are allocated using our dynamic resource allocation methodology (see
Section 6.4). Our prediction approach predicts the future resource requirements (as explained in
Section 4). Then, our dynamic resource allocation uses best-ﬁt decreasing heuristic algorithm which
assigns VMs to the smallest residual host if it ﬁts. A new host is created if newly provisioned VMs
cannot ﬁt in any initialized host.
6.1. Deﬁning the resource allocation problem
Let T be a set of service tenants that have been created and provisioned by a service provider and R be the
amount of resources available to the provider. Given a set of service tenants with different resource
requirements and a set of resources of varying capacities, let us assign resources to service tenants in
such a way that the number of service tenants whose resource requirements are satisﬁed is maximized
and the amount of resource waste is minimized. Let Ct denote the set of characteristics that inﬂuence
resource allocation (see Section 2) for each service tenant t. A service tenant is allocated to resources
only if all of its characteristics are satisﬁed. Hence, at any time instant n, the function (with the objective
to maximize) indicating the number of service tenants allocated to resources is represented as follows:
X  1;
if C t is satisfied
:
f ðnÞ ¼
t∈T
0; if C t is not satisfied

Figure 4. Polynomial regression prediction.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. ARX and ARMAX prediction.
Table III. Long-term prediction results.
Technique
ARX 10 3 1
ARX 9 3 1
ARX 6 6 6
ARMX 5 4 4 4
ARMX 4 4 4 4
Polynomial regression

Best ﬁt

Mean squared error

93.09
84.75
81.6
70.8
67.04
—

0.067
0.185
0.233
0.458
0.516
0.393

Let r(t) denote the resource requirement of a service tenant t, which is modeled by the characteristics
in Ct, ∀ t∈T. Thus, the amount of resources wasted during an allocation process can be modeled as
follows:
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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wðnÞ ¼

X 0;
t∈T

aðtÞ  rðtÞ;

if at ¼ r ðt Þ
if at > r ðt Þ

:

Here, a(t) refers to the amount of resources allocated to a service tenant t∈T. The objective is to
minimize w(n).
6.2. Deciding whether resources can be allocated
Figure 6 represents a decision tree for every service tenant that represents the set of characteristics that
need to be solved for allocating resources. Here, state refers to the current state of the service tenant.
The time when it becomes active refers to the time at which the presently paused service tenant
would become active. The time when it becomes active, i.e. current time > threshold, states that if
the service tenant becomes active after the threshold hours, then resources of that service tenant
could be freed. The decision tree is built by using service tenant characteristics such as state
information, activity periods, and initial resource requirement of a service tenant. Depending on the
values of the service tenant characteristics at any point, one of the following decisions could be
made, namely free resources, hold resources, allocate resources, and do not allocate resources. A
threshold value for activity period is set by the service provider.
6.3. Checking conditions for service tenant resource allocation
The following are the conditions that are required to be checked before and during resource allocation
(see Figure 7).
• Identify the state of a service tenant whether resources could be allocated or de-allocated.
• If an existing tenant has not speciﬁed a state, then, based on the past active state information, predict at which time the service tenant will become active.
• Identify whether there is any change in the state of service tenant (active or paused). If the state of
service tenant is active, then identify whether the resource requirements are speciﬁed or not. If requirements are not speciﬁed, then check for the resource requirement based on past utilization and
waits until resource becomes available.
• If the requirements of tenants are speciﬁed, then determine the amount of resource available in repository. If enough resources are available, allocate resources and set the tenant’s state as active. If
resources are not available, then wait until resources become available.
• If the service tenant becomes active with in a stipulated time, then resources are kept as allocated
(not freed). As explained in the previous subsection, the decision tree decides whether a resource
can be allocated based on the state information. Otherwise, the state information is saved and the
resources of the service tenant are freed.

Figure 6. Decision tree for a single tenant.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Service tenant resource allocation ﬂow-chart for checking condition.

• During de-allocation or freeing the resource, conditions such as desire to save data for
future references and the time before which the service tenant will become active are
considered.
• Identify whether an existing running service tenant failed or not. If an existing running service tenant failed, then resources are backed up using a failure handling process. Our framework keeps
records of service tenant information in a repository and the same resources are provided to the
failed service.
6.4. Resource allocation process
Service tenants having different resource requirements must be added to a ﬁnite number of VMs in such
a way that it minimizes the number of VMs used. We consider a set of service tenants (T1,T2,....,T10)
along with their initial resource requirements and demonstrate how the resource requirements are
matched. Service tenants are matched with the VM conﬁguration table and categorized into ‘small’,
‘medium’, and ‘large’ VMs according to their resource requirements. The matched service tenants are
added to active VMs based on the current VM utilization and maximum user handling capacity. The
unmatched service tenants are provisioned to newly conﬁgured VMs.
Algorithm 1 gives a formal description of VM placement on the physical host with minimum
remaining resources capacity. Service tenants are added to the VMs that are already running based
on the matching conﬁguration. We sort all the VMs in decreasing order based on CPU requirement.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Each time VMs are placed into physical host machine using best-ﬁt decreasing heuristic algorithm
[26]. The best-ﬁt decreasing heuristic algorithm assigns VMs to the smallest residual host if it ﬁts. A
new host is created if newly provisioned VMs cannot ﬁt in any initialized host. Because all the VMs
and physical hosts are examined for each placement step, the algorithm has a running time of O
(nm), where n is the number of VMs and m is the number of hosts.

6.5. Evaluation using CloudSim
CloudSim [27] is a generalized, and extensible simulation toolkit that enables seamless modeling,
simulation, and experimentation of Cloud computing infrastructures and application services. It
supports modeling and simulation of large-scale Cloud computing data centers and supports for
user-deﬁned policies for allocation of hosts to VMs and policies for allocation of host resources to
Table IV. Comparison of VM allocation strategies using CloudSim.
Round-robin allocation

Datacenter
Datacenter
Datacenter
Datacenter
Datacenter
Datacenter

1
1
1
2
2
2

Hosts

CPU

Host2
Host1
Host0
Host2
Host1
Host0

8
8
4
8
8
4

Shortest job ﬁrst allocation
Hosts
Datacenter 1
Host2
Datacenter 1
Host1
Datacenter 1
Host0
Datacenter 2
Host2
Datacenter 2
Host1
Datacenter 2
Host0

CPU
8
8
4
8
8
4

Best-ﬁt heuristic decreasing algorithm
Hosts
CPU
Datacenter 1
Host2
8
Datacenter 1
Host1
8
Datacenter 1
Host0
4
Datacenter 2
Host2
8
Datacenter 2
Host1
8
Datacenter 2
Host0
4

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Allocated VMs
VM4
VM2, VM6
VM0
VM5
VM3
VM1

Remaining CPU
2
1
2
1
3
3

Failed VM allocations
VM7
VM7
VM6
VM7
VM7
VM7

Allocated VMs
VM2
VM0,VM3,VM6
VM1
VM7
VM5
—

Remaining CPU
5
1
3
0
1
4

Failed VM allocations
VM4, VM5, VM7
VM7,VM4, VM5
VM6,VM5, VM4, VM7
VM4
VM4
VM4

Allocated VMs
VM7
VM5, VM1
VM6
VM4, VM0
VM3, VM2
—

Remaining CPU
0
0
0
0
0
—

Failed VM allocations
VM4,VM3
VM2
VM0
—
—
—
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VMs. We used CloudSim to model a Cloud environment and evaluate our algorithm. In CloudSim, we
used a conﬁguration with the following characteristics: two data centers, and three hosts per data
center. For each data center, we allocated four cores, eight cores, and eight cores respectively for
each host. We assumed eight VMs to be allocated, with the following requirements in number of
cores: 2,1,3,5,6,7,4, and 8. We simulated each core in each VM with 1000 million instruction per
second (MIPS) and kept each VM’s requirement as 1000 MIPS so that the cores are not shared by
different VMs during execution. We evaluated our proposed best-ﬁt decreasing heuristic algorithm
against different VM allocation strategies [28] and the results are depicted in Table IV.
In round-robin allocation, the allocation of VM7 failed in both data centers and the hosts in both the
data centers are not utilized efﬁciently. In shortest job ﬁrst allocation, the allocation of VM4 failed in
both the data centers and the hosts in both the data centers are not utilized efﬁciently. In our proposed
best-ﬁt decreasing heuristic algorithm, at the time of allocation, a host is selected in such a way that it is
the best ﬁt for the VM and there is no wasting of resources in the host. Based on Table IV, all the VMs
are accommodated in ﬁve hosts keeping one host still available. Furthermore, the hosts are utilized
efﬁciently without wasting any resources.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented a novel approach for resource demand prediction and dynamic resource allocation in
multi-tenant service Cloud environments. To the best of our knowledge, our prediction approach is
the ﬁrst one that classiﬁes service tenants in which resource requirement would increase or not, and
predicts the resource demand for only those service tenants in which resource demand would
increase, thereby minimizing the time needed for prediction. Our dynamic resource allocation
approach adds the service tenants to matched VMs and allocates the VMs into physical host
machines using the best-ﬁt heuristic approach. Experiments demonstrated how our best-ﬁt heuristic
approach can efﬁciently allocate VMs to hosts so that the hosts are utilized to their fullest capacity.
Future work will involve testing and evaluating our approach on larger data sets in various domains.
Also, as an extension of the ideas presented in this paper, we will also investigate integrated
dynamic resource allocation for service compositions that represent services working together as part
of a business process execution.
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